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My friend asked me how I would free the people.     I replied that I would:

“ abolish all political parties.   All candidates standing as independents - aged 35 or over so that they
have sufficient life experience.     Keep the 650 constituencies.    Open a 24-hour phone line called 
“one-vote” lines to demonstrate equality.  The “one-vote” line is for people (not necessarily of 
voting age) to recommend ideas to the parliament and point out things that need fixing.    Please 
note that I use the word parliament and not government.     We do not need to be governed.   I 
foresee a future where the MPs are facilitators, alongside the electorate,  towards a common 
objective of making Britain a happier place to live.   It would be a fully interactive democracy on a 
24-hour basis.

I would open a website called “Postboard which is solely for announcements from the PM and is 
operated by the boss of “Postboard”.   The “Postboard would be used for surveys,  announcements 
and referenda.   The Postboard boss would be interviewed by the PM and I think ideally from a PR 
background , but they must have a sense of humour because it is important to keep the public in 
good heart so that, when a survey or referendum is proposed, a healthy response will be received.  
The Postboard boss would also be in charge of the “one- vote” line operators who would be on 6-
month contracts at the equivalent of £50,000 to £60,000 a year since it would take time to reach a 
harmonic level of operators.

The main job of the MPs would be on-line research in their chosen subject.   The Postboard boss ( a 
key player) would already have about 200 subjects prepared so that there is a minimum of 2 and a 
maximum of 7 MPs on each subject.  The MPs would meet monthly on their chosen subjects in 
attendance with experts on these subjects.    The research is fundamental so that the MPs understand
the experts (not sure that happens now) and are able to ask pertinent and intelligent questions.  The 
experts would be on day rates.    The experts would be chosen by the MPs as a result of their own 
research and some may be asked to prepare reports.

Subjects that are allocated to the MPs would be geographical regions of the world and areas of 
significant interest taking place in Britain.     Such as the EU (if it still exists), China, reform of the 
Health Service,  creation of an education system ( back to the beginning) , youth recreation, autism 
origin and schooling of the autistic children.    Nothing would be omitted such that the MPs would 
be covering all the major activities taking place in Britain and all the countries on this planet.   The 
minutes of each meeting taking place would be mail-merged to all MPs each month so all MPs 
would be aware of what is happening elsewhere.     If MPs discover something of interest to another
group then they MUST transfer this knowledge to that group.

The policy making of parliament would evolve primarily from the monthly meetings, referrals from
the “one-vote” lines and debates in the chamber.   The debates will be  arranged so that the chamber 
would have block bookings throughout the year.  The PM's office would be in charge of this.”

My friend says “do you think this will work?”    “No. Not now.  It requires a significant awakening 
of the population which will come when they realise how they have been conned by our Satanist 
rulers.  Only then will they be ready for change and will fully appreciate the meaning of freedom 
and that they have to fight for it.   Currently most have their brains covered in swamp weed.”


